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Twenty-five percent of gamblers prefer to enter online casinos from tablets and smartphones. And

even a couple of years ago they could be counted on the fingers. With each update, the mobile

versions of the casino become more perfect, more convenient, and generous. So, in November

2015, a lucky man from Stockholm (Sweden) managed to hit the largest mobile jackpot in the entire

history of a mobile casino.

Mega Fortune Mobile Jackpot

A 30-year-old Stockholm resident earned a record cash award of € 8.6 million (US $ 9.5 million).

The man played at ComeOn online casino on the Mega Fortune Touch slot (produced by NetEnt).

Alexander's bet was only 1.5 euros. It turns out that the man received a gift in the amount of 650

million Russian rubles, having spent only 100 rubles.

Winner impressions

At the moment the congratulatory message about the win appears on the screen, players often

cannot believe their eyes. Many of them start calling support to make sure they are real. Alexander,

on the other hand, played at night and after receiving the message about the victory, the first thing

he did was to wake up his wife to share with her boundless joy.

How to spend the jackpot?

The main question that interests others is "Where will the lucky guy spend his millions?" Alexander

had a decent answer. The man planned to pay off his mortgage debt, buy a new car and go on

vacation.

Some statistics

The Mega Fortune slot machine has made millionaires out of ordinary players more than once. So,

there are several more non-mobile jackpots behind it:

In September 2011, a player from Norway won a jackpot of € 11,736,375 (approximately US $ 13

million). The amount won was recorded in the Guinness Book of Records.

In January 2013, the 40-year-old player from Finland raised € 17,861,800 to his account. The

winner pocketed millions thanks to a 25-cent bet and a lucky break.
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